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To start with. Do we actually need teachers, teaching and schools anymore? The current trends 

in teaching trade – e.g. ”customer service”, ”open learning spaces”, ”problem based learning” etc. – 

give a reason to ask the function of the teacher in modern vocational education and training. From 

the ”base school” we have moved into Internet-based networks, videolectures, international contacts 

and what not. 

     Undoubtly there is a lot good progress, but we do also have new kind of problems. Back in the 

old days the teachers were demanding and used even punishments. That’s now all away in the past, 

but how do commercial globalization, management by results, fusion of the communs and other 

trends treat students and teachers? Do we have any guarantee that the highflown titles of the study 

plans shall actually become meaninful substance and integrated personal matter, support to talent 

and benefit to the working communities? 

 

The phenomenon, meaning and objective. Dr. Viktor Frankl was aiming at ”humanizing the 

psychotherapy” back in the 1950’s, due to heavy pressure of behaviorism and vulgar forms of 

psychoanalysis. We might ask the same question of present working life; could it be humanized? 

And what could VET do in this respect? In a way there is a strong tendency to this already – but to 

such intensity one might call ”anthropomorfism of working life”. Working places and professional 

carrieers are described in teaching materials in a very upright way, sometimes almost like a human 

dream, a friend or a family – which they are not. The other way around, copying business forms 

into educational needs does not seem appropriate. 

Clearly the humanizing of the working life cannot happen this way – we need also realism and 

knowledge of organizations in VET. Social learning and communality form the main targets of this 

research; could VET have any affect on stressful and sometimes traumatizing phenomeneons of 

work life? I am arguing for the role of the teacher and rehabilitation of teaching. 

Learning skills and professions as such form already an integrative process; it involves aims 

(examination), objectives (executions) and ambition (accomplishments). One has to endeavour and 

struggle to develope the skills. The integrative process in VET can, though, be made more pro-

found, if the core is kept in professional common knowledge, humanity and working life realism. 

Modern VET psychology seems, on the contrary, deal more with idealistic approach, describing 

how things ”might be”, instead analyzing ”how they really are” or ”what is happening really”. To 

succeed in this, VET psychology should be based in realistic psychotherapy, instead of humanistic 

psychology. 

Educational goal of this study is ”Learning by teaching”, LBT. Like in ”broad spectrum 

psychotherapy” I am applying the methods in ”broad spectrum pedagogy”. Thus, I am pondering 

how to integrate professional development and personal growth. Learning theories are of interest in 

the communality dimension. The difference between so called X- and Y-theories is made, stating 
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that modern VET is more or less superficially kept on ”Y-theories”. When brought to a head one 

might generalize that modern VET is often treating working life and working communities in an 

antropomorfic manner, which as ”overhumanizing” cannot give students a sound and realistic pictu-

re of communality, core tasks and co-operation, working life limits and ground rules. 

 

Target groups, collection of materials, methods of analysis. I have collected empirical material 

in my own therapist’s consulting hours and at guidance sessions. That material will be studied qua-

litively, essential method being rhetorical analysis. Theories presented deal with social learning, 

psychotherapy and communality. I am concerned by dialog, so a questionnaire common to all parti-

cipants is not used . Learning theories and concepts are not actually evaluated or revised, but so-

called Problem Based Learning, (PBL), constitutes a special point of research; I am studying VET 

mainly in the light of psychotherapy theories and organizational theories and some PBL –

applications and theoretical basis. The methodlogical extension of teaching psychology is sought 

mainly in existential psychotherapy theories and practices. Though not all-round knowledge, exis-

tential psychotherapy has affected strongly on the modern idea of man. Back in 1970’s the aim was 

in ”educational therapy”, now it is in ”therapeutic education”. Three schools of psychotherapy are 

introduced; psychoanalysis, logotherapy and Gestalt-therapy. Main observarions have been made 

during 2009–2012.  

 

Results. Therapy is mostly concerned in emotions, rationality, attitudes, belief systems and va-

lues in everyday life. The study will emphasize how VET’s ”new, radical psychology” can ap-

proach this subtle and easily offended dimension in teaching. This area could be stated as the most 

neglected thing in both educational research and practical pedagogy. Modern therapy methods, es-

pecially those dealing with groups, are found useful and quite easily applicable to teaching and edu-

cation in VET. ”Learning” in present VET is concept with new content – learning reminds discove-

ring or adaptation rather than strive for understanding the true nature of things. 

 

Conclusions, consequences of results, further challenges. The dominating psychological doctri-

ne, the humanistic psychology, appears in the light of research quite dubious and teaching based 

solely on that approach sound doubtful. Humanistic psychology sounds, with respect to modern 

working life needs, ”ideological”, unable to meet the learning challenges, especially to intersubjec-

tivity and humanity demanded in communality. Possibly the same goes with learning of the wor-

king limits and realities, but this respect remains a topic to be studied later. Based on these expe-

riences, rhetorical analysis can be seen as a valuable tool to qualitative content analysis, especially 

when the material does not form coherent collection or composition. New targets of research are 

also revealed. The philosophy of VET is also found subject to research. 

 

”The virtues of man should not be measured with exquisite troubles, but rather with his every-

day behavior”. -Blaise Pascal 
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1) Writing on the wall of Sarajevo library, which in 1992 was burned by Serbian criminals: Do not forget! Remember and warn! 

 


